
- The sodium-cooled reactor design, called “SFR(v2b-ST)” design, is a viable core and primary 
system design under nominal power conditions;  

- Under ULOF conditions and without a third shutdown (ASD based) safety system, a 
parameter study has shown, that at least three design modifications need to be made to the 
SFR(v2b-ST) system design in conjunction in order to accommodate a ULOF – a different 
primary pump with a run-down characteristic similar to the SPX1 pump would be required 
in conjunction with an increased height differential between core and the IHX up to at least 
4.6 m, and a decrease of the primary system nominal pressure drop down to 2.15 bars;  

- Aside of the above indicated design modifications, the only other remaining alternative to 
the basic SFR(v2b-ST) design would be the introduction of an additional independent 
device called ASD, as proposed by AREVA, based on fusible materials releasing B4C absorber 
pebbles into the fissile core region once certain system temperatures should exceed 
specified temperature limits;  

- Using such an ASD system in the central fuel pins in all of the SAs (or a certain limited 
fraction, but not less than 50%), this study has shown the effectiveness of such a system in 
limiting the consequences of a ULOF and ULOHS, should the proposed ASD design actually 
function within the parameter range as being investigated. 

iv. Italy 

Analysis of Solutions for Passively Actuated Safety Shutdown Devices  
L. Burgazzi, ENEA  

In order to enhance the inherent safety of Fast Reactors, innovative reactivity control systems have 
been proposed for intrinsic ultimate shut-down instead of conventional scram rods, to cope with 
the potential consequences of severe unprotected transient accidents, such as an energetic core 
disruptive accident, as in case of Sodium Fast Reactors.  

The passive shut-down systems are designed to shut-down system only by inherent passive 
reactivity feedback mechanism, under unprotected accident conditions, implying failure of reactor 
protection system. They are conceived to be self-actuated without any signal elaboration, since the 
actuation of the system is triggered by the effects induced by the transient like material dilatation, 
in case of overheating of the coolant for instance, according to Fast Reactor design to meet the 
safety requirements. 

This article looks at different special shutdown systems specifically engineered for prevention of 
severe accidents, to be implemented on Fast Reactors, with main focus on the investigation of the 
performance of the self-actuated shutdown systems in Sodium Fast Reactors. 

v. India 

Design philosophy of shutdown systems for future FBRs 
R.Vijayashree, IGCAR 
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